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Key Points:
• An interferometric-TOA LF 3-D
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designed and applied
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and dart leaders from both IC and
CG ﬂashes
• Imaged entire LF structure of different
ﬂashes which is similar as VHF maps
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arrival (TOA) 3-D Lightning Mapping Array applied to imaging of entire lightning ﬂashes. An interferometric
cross-correlation technique is applied in our system to compute windowed two-sensor time differences with
submicrosecond time resolution before TOA is used for source location. Compared to previously reported
LF lightning location systems, our system captures many more LF sources. This is due mainly to the improved
mapping of continuous lightning processes by using this type of hybrid interferometry/TOA processing
method. We show with ﬁve station measurements that the array detects and maps different lightning
processes, such as stepped and dart leaders, during both in-cloud and cloud-to-ground ﬂashes. Lightning
images mapped by our LF system are remarkably similar to those created by VHF mapping systems, which
may suggest some special links between LF and VHF emission during lightning processes.
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Very high frequency (VHF) lightning ﬂash imaging is an important technique for the study of lightning
processes. VHF imaging provides a description of the extent of intracloud discharge (IC) channels as well as
the in-cloud development of cloud-to-ground discharges (CG), both of which are typically unobservable
using photographic measurements. After the ﬁrst detailed discussion of VHF radio pictures of IC ﬂashes
[Proctor, 1981] and CG ﬂashes [Proctor et al., 1988] by VHF time of arrival (TOA) system, more lightning
mapping systems operating in VHF frequency range were designed and developed. These included both
narrowband [Rhodes et al., 1994] and wideband [Shao et al., 1996; Stock et al., 2014] VHF interferometry
systems, as well as systems utilizing time of arrival (TOA) techniques [Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004],
and application by other researchers [e.g., Sun et al., 2013]. The Lightning Mapping Array (LMA), the most
widely used VHF TOA system in United States in lightning-related studies, was designed and developed by
New Mexico Tech to use GPS time synchronization, allowing it to locate 3-D VHF sources and therefore map
channel development during IC and CG ﬂashes [Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004].
Lightning discharges produce wideband electromagnetic signals, thus allowing for the development of
other location networks that use different signal frequencies. Lightning emissions at different frequencies
are produced by different lightning processes, so ﬂash imaging at frequencies other than VHF would be
a valuable tool for examining lightning processes. Currently common are lightning location systems based
on very low frequency (VLF) and low-frequency (LF) signals. However, most LF systems operate as 2-D
ground point location networks, e.g., National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) [Cummins et al., 1998]
and Los Alamos Sferic Array [Smith et al., 2002], or thunderstorm tracking networks, e.g., Lightning
Detection Network deployed in Europe [Betz et al., 2004] and Earth Networks Total Lightning Network in
the U.S. [Liu and Heckman, 2011], with no ability to measure ﬂash extent or detailed step processes during
the development of ﬂashes. Recent work has demonstrated LF 3-D mapping of some discrete lightning
pulses. A 7-station VLF/LF sensor (1 Hz to 400 kHz) TOA network (Huntsville Alabama Marx Meter Array
(HAMMA)) with baseline of 10–15 km deployed in Huntsville, AL, [Bitzer et al., 2013] records LF pulses in ~1 s
record (~100 ms pretrigger) that are manually parsed and located using TOA. Although HAMMA did not locate
as many sources (a few tens to a few hundreds) as North Alabama LMA (NALMA), the relationship between
HAMMA and NALMA is well correlated [Bitzer et al., 2013]. Another similar 11-station VLF/LF (500 Hz to 500 kHz)
TOA location network (BOLT) was deployed to study the initiation of IC events following narrow bipolar
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events (NBE), the speed of upward leaders initiated by positive NBE at different altitudes is estimated, and
the extent of an IC ﬂash is largely mapped [Wu et al., 2014]. However, all of these LF networks measure
the triggered strong impulsive signals or the postprocessed time of signal peaks. Although this allows for
the location of some discrete lightning pulses, it does not generate enough points to sufﬁciently image
a ﬂash. Furthermore, such networks may not do well at imaging the development of continuous LF sources,
especially fast processes, such as dart leaders, which appear as quasi-continuous signal bursts.
In this work we report on the design and deployment of an LF near-ﬁeld interferometric-TOA 3-D Lightning
Mapping Array (LFI-LMA). LF magnetic signals were recorded continuously with a sensor that mixes B(t) and dB/dt
responses to emphasize continuous fast pulse emissions, which are preferred by interferometry. Instead
of using the time of a solitary LF pulse, the technique of cross correlation of continuous signals used by
interferometry is applied to automatically calculate the arrival time differences of sources in a ﬁxed time
window. The TOA location method [Thomas et al., 2004] is then applied to these time differences to determine
the source locations. This hybrid processing method images both impulsive and continuous emissions and
is thus capable of imaging both discrete (stepped) and continuous (dart) leader processes. The resulting images
are remarkably similar to those of VHF LMA, indicating that LF and VHF emissions are tightly linked in lightning
processes, despite differences in frequency and time scale of approximately 3 orders of magnitude.

2. Instrumentation and Data Processing
The current network was composed of ﬁve LF stations (named here as Duke, Hudson, PS1, PS2, and PS4), with
interstation separations of 15–20 km. Each station was equipped with two orthogonal LF magnetic ﬁeld
sensors, a data acquisition system and a GPS receiver. All sensors have the same bandwidth of 1–400 kHz,
with a dB/dt response from 1 to 100 kHz and a ﬂat (B) response from 100 to 250 kHz. This sensor response
helps boost the signal received from fast continuous emissions. The polarity of discharge can be determined
by the Bphi and Br component when the location of the discharge is known. These signals were recorded
continuously with a sampling rate of 1 MHz. All stations were synchronized by GPS, and correction of GPS
absolute time between stations is done in postprocessing with arrival time of NLDN reported return strokes
(RSs) more than 500 km from the network to ensure submicrosecond absolute time accuracy. Among all
these ﬁve stations, three (PS1, PS2, and PS4) are mobile and were operated in parked cars. As these systems
utilize the 12 V DC power supplied by the vehicle, the network is very ﬂexible and adaptable and not
dependent on local power availability.
The data processing employs a hybrid interferometric-TOA technique. A simple VHF interferometry array is
usually composed by at least three sensors deployed with a baseline comparable to the wavelength of
measuring signal frequency (thus a few meters for VHF) to measure phase or time differences across the
sensors. Our LF system (wavelength at 100 kHz is 3 km) employs sensor spacing of a few wavelengths, and
thus, interferometric processing is feasible. Hence, we perform data processing in similar manners as
broadband interferometry [Shao et al., 1996; Stock et al., 2014], with time difference between each pair of
stations being determined via cross correlation. However, there is an essential difference between VHF
interferometry and our system in the distance of sources in relation to wavelength. VHF sources are usually
hundreds to thousands of wavelengths away from VHF sensor array (and thus in the far ﬁeld of the array),
allowing for the precise measurement of the arrival angle to the source from the phase or time difference
across the array. However, since LF sources are only a few wavelengths away (and thus in the near ﬁeld of the
array), the source arrival angle cannot be measured from time or phase differences. As a result, the TOA
approach is applied to calculate the source location from the measured time differences across stations.
During the cross-correlation process between signals from each two stations, a 350 μs time window and a
short sliding step of 50 μs are applied. The data in that window are upsampled to 10 MHz to give 100 ns
resolution, and two magnetic components are rotated inside each time window to give a signal maximum
amplitude waveform that will be used in cross correlation. The choice of 350 μs window length is somewhat
arbitrary but is found to be effective. The window should (1) be at least twice longer than the maximum
time interval between each pair of stations (which is 75 μs), (2) contain enough signal energy for cross
correlation, and (3) not be so long that there are too many source locations. Other window options could be
used, and might improve certain features, but we use 350 μs to achieve a more comprehensive image in the
present analysis. For each window, an event is identiﬁed when the maximum normalized cross-correlation
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Figure 1. Cross-correlation results between LF signals from two different sensors (Duke and Hudson). (a) Overview of LF
signal and time difference within a period (with normalized cross-correlation coefﬁcient ≥0.5). (b) Interpolated (10X) LF
signal from two sensors within a particular time window marked by the grey bar in Figure 1a; windowed data are
upsampled to 10 MHz to give 100 ns resolution in cross correlation, and time difference is indicated by the blue bar.
(c) Normalized cross-correlation coefﬁcient of signals shown in Figure 1b, with maximum correlation coefﬁcient maximum
at -18.3 μs; the dashed grey line shows the threshold of the cross-correlation coefﬁcient.

coefﬁcient ≥0.5 is found, with the time at the center of that window being used as the source time
(resulting in a time uncertainty that is less than 175 μs). When multiple peaks above 0.5 are found (which is
rarely), only the maximum is kept. We note that this time uncertainty has very little effect on maps of the
whole ﬂash structures or on the propagation speed estimation of leaders. The relatively short window
sliding step is also allows the mapping of more continuous processes. Note that large peak signals could
appear multiple times in successive windows because of the small window shift; these duplicate locations
are removed as described later.
Figure 1 shows an example of cross-correlation performance between LF signals from the Duke and Hudson
sensors. As shown in Figures 1a and 1b, it may seem redundant and challenging to ﬁnd every pulse’s time
difference without ambiguity. However, windowed time difference by cross correlation and the short sliding step
are efﬁcient and useful for lightning step mapping, as seen in Figure 1c and demonstrated in following section.
Location results related to the signals shown in Figure 1 can be found in Figure 3 in the following section.
Again, our aim is not to demonstrate the optimality of these particular processing parameters but instead to
show that reasonable parameters generate high quality and scientiﬁcally valuable lightning ﬂash images.
The TOA location-ﬁnding method is then applied to the computed time differences. A source arrival time
database in horizontal area of 50 50 km × 50 50 km and height of 0 18 km is prebuilt, with 80 m horizontal
resolution and 200 m vertical resolution, which is consistent with location accuracy as discussed below.
Source location is found by ﬁnding the minimum χ 2 on arrival times between database and results of cross
correlation. In our deﬁnition, χ 2 ¼

ΣðΔT i Δti Þ2
ðN1Þτ 2 ; ði ¼ 1; …; N  1Þ, where ΔT is the time difference from the

database, Δt is the time difference from cross correlation, N is number of sensors, and τ is the typical time
accuracy. The accuracy τ is determined from the distribution of the residual value of time differences
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ΣðΔT i  Δti Þ2 ). From observation, nearly 88% of
between database and cross-correlation calculations (τ
e
all located points correspond to τ of less than 400 ns (with spatial accuracy of 120 m). As a result, a typical
time accuracy of 400 ns is assumed in our system, and only points with minimum χ 2 less than 1 are kept as
reliable locations. Postprocessing is applied to exclude doubly located sources because of the overlap of
pulses in successive windows.
The network location error is estimated by simulation, similar to Bitzer et al. [2013]. When considering near-ﬁeld
measurements, the time error mainly relates to timing accuracy. In our case (τ ≤ 400 ns), assuming a
measuring time error of ±400 ns, a horizontal error of less than 200 m (with best error of ~50 m), and a height
error of less than 250 m (with best error of ~100 m) at an altitude of 5 km is achieved inside the network.
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Figure 2. Image of a compact CG ﬂash and LF signal. (a) Plan view of the located LF sources, Duke sensor location
(red diamond; other sensors are outside the limits), NLDN reported stroke location (black diamond), and initiation
point of the ﬂash (magenta cross). (b) Vertical view of LF sources from direction of west to east. (c) Vertical view of LF
sources from direction of south to north. (d) Total source points (385 points) located and the height distribution. (e) LF
sources height versus time (second scale) during the ﬂash. (f) LF signal measured by Duke sensor, with different colors
showing orthogonal magnetic LF signals with same time coordination of Figure 2e.

However, we should note here that among all located sources, the points having minimum χ 2 less than 0.4
often account for up to 85% of the total points, meaning that better location performances than these typical
cases can be achieved. Furthermore, the good location results can also be veriﬁed using the following wellresolved ﬂash channel structure, the self-consistent location results on CG strokes from same channel (less than
150 m discrepancy), and stroke location comparison with NLDN.

3. Results
During a 1 h ﬁeld observation on 11 June 2014, a total of more than 3600 events were reported by NLDN within
30 km of the network center, with hundreds of ﬂashes. Here we show two examples to demonstrate the
capabilities of the LFI-LMA. The system is able to resolve all types of leader activities, including stepped leader
and dart leader during IC ﬂashes as well as CG ﬂashes. In the ﬁrst case, we show a compact CG ﬂash with clear
downward leaders and two distinct ground channels. The second case shows an IC ﬂash and a CG ﬂash that
occurred simultaneously but spatially separated. The full extent of the lightning ﬂash and different ﬂash
processes were clearly mapped and examined.
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Figure 3. Image of simultaneous IC and CG ﬂashes (signs have the same meaning as those in Figure 2, Duke and Hudson
indicate the two immobile stations, and PS2 and PS4 indicate the two of the mobile stations), with two magenta crosses,
plot the initiation of IC and CG ﬂashes, respectively.

3.1. Compact CG Flash With Two Different Channels
Figure 2 shows the Duke LF signal and the processed 3-D image of a very compact negative CG ﬂash that
occurred at 21:48:45 UTC. The ﬂash starts at 45.614 s and contains two RSs separated by 164 ms, which were
reported by NLDN to have peak currents of 15 kA and 11 kA, respectively. As shown in the LF signal plot, both CG
strokes have detectable leader LF radiation during their descent. A total of 385 LF source points were located
by the LFI-LMA, with peak in the altitude distribution at 5–7 km. The ﬁrst leader process initiated at 6.6 km above
ground level (agl) at 45.614 s. The leader then divided into two branches at about 4 km agl, with one moving
horizontally and stopping at 45.655 s and the other propagating downward continuously for 56.6 ms with an
average downward propagation speed of 1.2 × 105 m/s until the ﬁrst RS occurred. After the ﬁrst RS, LF source
activity ceases almost entirely during the following 33 ms. The second RS begins in almost the same region
as the ﬁrst, at 45.704 s at 7.1 km agl. After another 10 ms, the LF sources become continuous and follow the
previous leader channel for the next 60 ms. The leader then splits from the old channel to ground and follows a
different horizontal branch that previously stopped at 45.655 s during the development of the ﬁrst leader.
This leader then branches, with one continuing horizontally and the other following a downward path with
average downward propagation speed of about 0.6 × 105 m/s and becoming the second ground stroke.
This is a good example of the type of ﬂash that has been referred to as a “new channel ﬂash” [Valine and
Krider, 2002]. As shown in 3-D image, the LFI-LMA clearly resolve the in-cloud leader structure and the
stepped leader development in two different strokes. Leaders propagating in the same in-cloud channel and
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Figure 4. The 3-D view of the simultaneous IC and CG ﬂashes shown in Figure 3. No clear spatial connection can be seen
from the 3-D view. Different layers for IC and CG ﬂashes and the decent channel of CG ﬂash are imaged.

those extending to new channels were also well mapped. The stepped leader downward propagation speeds
are consistent with other reported speeds. The location differences of the two ground strokes between
LFI-LMA and NLDN are 197 m (ﬁrst RS) and 119 m (second RS). In light of known NLDN location uncertainties
[Nag et al., 2011], the results of LFI-LMA and NLDN are consistent, which also verify the capability of LFI-LMA
systems in measuring lightning development.
3.2. Simultaneous IC and CG Flashes
Figures 3 and 4 show LFI-LMA images for two simultaneous, nearly overlapping, but probably spatially
distinct IC and CG ﬂashes that together last about 1.6 s. As shown in Figure 3, a total of more than 2600 LF
sources were located. The IC sources are plotted with grey cross on color points for better discrimination.
Similar to the previous example, continuous in-cloud leader structure and extension are well resolved. This
example also show that both stepped leaders and dart leaders in both IC and CG ﬂashes are mapped.
The typical bilevel structure IC begins with a clear negative upward stepped leader starting at 47.595 s at
8.5 km agl, with an average upward speed of 2.5 × 105 m/s, consistent with previous studies by VHF
interferometer [Shao and Krehbiel, 1996], VHF TOA system [Proctor, 1981; Behnke et al., 2005], and VLF/LF 3-D
TOA location system [Bitzer et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014]. After IC initiation, LF sources were detected in
two altitude layers separated by about 4–5 km. An upward dart leader at 48.15 s with estimated upward
speed of 1.9 × 106 m/s propagating from a lower charge region to an upper region was mapped, indicating a
charge transfer between different charge layers through a previously built in-cloud channel. The IC ﬂash
concluded at about 48.3 s.
Approximately 29.5 ms after IC initiation, a negative CG ﬂash started at 47.625 s, with initial breakdown pulses
lasting about 3 ms, and LF sources decreasing from 6.7 km to 4.9 km agl. In the following 37 ms, a negative
stepped leader propagated downward continuously from 5.8 km agl until ﬁrst RS occurred, with average
downward speed of 1.6 × 105 m/s. During next 0.3 s, the CG and IC ﬂashes developed simultaneously but
were spatially separated, as indicated from Figure 4. In this window, LF sources from the IC ﬂash dominated
the received signal, and thus, three RSs reported by NLDN are not mapped. However, seven clear dart leaders
following exactly the same channel established by the previous stepped leader and ﬁrst RS were imaged.
Three of these seven RSs were not reported by NLDN and are seen at 48.36 s, 48.92 s, and 48.96 s. The
estimated dart leader downward speed ranges from 0.8 to 2 × 106 m/s, about an order of magnitude faster
than the stepped leader in previous example or other studies [Rakov and Uman, 2003], and comparable to
reported dart leader [Stolzenburg et al., 2013].
All of the located dart leaders before each RS share the same path to ground, as expected. The largest
distance between different RSs located by LFI-LMA is 114 m, while the largest distance of those reported by
NLDN is 322 m. Location differences between LFI-LMA and NLDN range from 63 m to 323 m. Considering the
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larger distance of RSs reported by NLDN (322 m of NLDN to 114 m of our system) and NLDN location
uncertainty [Nag et al., 2011], results from LFI-LMA and NLDN are consistent.
It is important to note that the same data and processing are able to map both stepped leaders and dart
leaders with high ﬁdelity, provided that other simultaneous lightning processes do not swamp the signal.
Dart leaders in particular have proven challenging to capture with other lightning TOA imaging systems
[Cummins and Murphy, 2009], especially LF systems. In addition to lightning mapping, thunderstorm charge
layers related to particular lightning can also be inferred from the LF sources distribution. As shown in
Figure 3d (also in Figure 2d), LF sources were located in two main different layers, at 4–5 km and 5–7 km,
respectively. These two layers show main negative charge region for the negative CG and IC. A third, higher
layer at 9–12 km indicates an upper positive charge region related to the IC. The height distribution indicated
by LF sources is also consistent with conceptual model of charge structure of thunderstorms [Stolzenburg
et al., 1998] and charge layers separation indicated by LMA images [Rison et al., 1999]. One interesting
result of this work is that images mapped by LFI-LMA are incredibly similar (aside from the easier detection of
dart leaders) to those mapped by VHF systems (such as LMA). The identical appearance of images measured
by signals with frequency difference of 3 orders of magnitude may suggest some special link between
LF and VHF emissions in leaders.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we report the development and demonstration of an LF near-ﬁeld interferometric-TOA 3-D
Lightning Mapping Array (LFI-LMA). The deployment and operation of system is simple, portable, and even
real-time reconﬁgurable, although continuous recording is data intensive. Compared to the previous LF
lightning detection systems [Cummins et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2002; Betz et al., 2004; Bitzer et al., 2013; Wu
et al., 2014], a ﬁve station LFI-LMA can detect thousands of points per ﬂash and completely image entire
lightning ﬂash structure. More importantly, we easily see and image not only the extent of different ﬂashes
but also some important lightning processes, i.e., step leader and dart leader, as well as other continuous
lightning processes during both IC and CG ﬂashes. As illustrated in two examples, step leader in a typical
bilevel IC transfers negative charge upward to the upper positive charge region, and IC dart leader starts from
the position of previous breakdowns in lower negative charge region and ends at the position of former
breakdowns in upper positive charge region, agree with VHF studies on K processes [Shao and Krehbiel, 1996;
Akita et al., 2010]. While step leaders in CGs may branch in different directions before RS occur. And then, a
new leader could create another path to ground as new step leader or start from previous breakdown
position in negative charge region and follow the previous RS channel to ground as dart leaders.
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One remarkable result is that images produced by LFI-LMA show lightning ﬂash images that are incredibly
similar to LMA images from VHF emissions. Similar observations from HAMMA also showed correlated results
between LF sources and LMA reports, even with fewer located LF sources than LMA [Bitzer et al., 2013].
The widely different measuring frequencies of LF and VHF imaging systems (about 1000X difference) mean
that widely different time scales and spatial scales are being probed by each system. The similarity indicates
special ties between the physics of lightning processes despite the different scales. VHF emissions are
thought to image the leader corona, which relate to the ionization or breakdown into virgin air, while at LF, we
see charge motion from the leader steps themselves. Apparently, these two processes are intimately
linked together, and they may happen accordingly during the lightning leader processes. As a result, we usually
see both LF pulses and VHF emission at the same time during lightning leader processes from measurements,
and we may not see the location differences even on relatively short time scale.
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